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6 The Farm

9 Appalachia

While it may still be a bit chilly to
be lounging in the grass,
daydreaming by the Shenandoah
River or picnicking with good
friends, we thought a story on the
University farm might evoke
some thoughts of spring, if not
memories of past good times. The
photos tell a tale, too; a modern
shelter and landscaping have
made JMU's quiet retreat even
more pleasant.

Sociologist Cecil Bradfield and a
band of University students took
to the mountains recently to
explore a physically close but
sometimes culturally distant area:
Appalachia. In communities,
stores, churches and coal mines,
the group made friends and
learned a lot, to boot.

A few healthy articles round out
this issue of Montpelier.
JMU's new nursing program is
going strong in its first fuu year;
there's a bit of boasting in the
page 12 article and information
on a new scholarship on page 14.
The whys and wherefores of stress
are discussed with two JMU
psychologists in a feature on page
15. Some JMU and AnthonySeeger students have been
exercising their minds and
fingers to create healthy bodies
out of papier-mache; our photo
essay on puppets appears on
page 25. In the University's
sports world, a place kicker and
our archers take the spotlight, on
pages 17 and 18.
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11 Tonga
On the other side of the globe, a

JMU faculty member studied the
people of Tonga, with a particular
eye on their dinner pail. Dr.
William Clark, an assistant
professor of geography, spent six
months on the South Pacific
island, researching the
population and their nutritional
habits . In this article, we share
his experience and findings.

A student shows interest in
Marva! Poultry's exhibit.

Folk dancers whirl through a lively routine at
Duke Fine Arts Center.

Spinning was one of many crafts shown
in the Warren University Union lobby.

Crew Comes Aboard for Valley Day
J
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ames Madison, the University,
got acquainted with the men of
James Madison, the Ship, during
Valley Day activities at JMU.
About 40 crewmen from the
U.S.S. James Madison, a Navy
«ubmarine, had 50-yardline seats
as the guests of JMU and helped
cheer the Dukes on to a 19-14
season-ending victory over
Shippensburg State on Nov. 15.
The James Madison, a nuclear
sub, is now undergoing an
overhaul at the Newport News
shipyards. The crew was invited
to JMU at the suggestion of
Chuck Cunningham, student
government president at the
University.
The ship's executive officer, Lt.
Cmdr. Hal Marshall, presented
JMU President Ronald E. Carrier
with a plaque from the U.S.S.
James Madison and a color
photograph of the ship signed by
its commanding officer, Cmdr.
Frank Mallen.
Also at the Valley Day
luncheon before the football
game, Marshall presented JMU
with some bumper stickers from
the U.S.S. James Madison.
The ship's bumper stickers
said "Jimmy 'Mad Dog' Madison"
and bore a drawing of a fiercelooking bulldog which greatly
resembled drawings of JMU's own
bulldog mascot.
Carrier then gave Marshall a
JMU plaque and said the ship's
crew would receive JMU hats and
the Dukes' "Go for the Gold"
bumper stickers.
Carrier and JMU Vice President
Ray Sonner joked with Marshall
about the possibility of bringing
the U.S.S. James Madison to

JMU's Newman Lake for
maneuvers.
The Valley Day luncheon was
also attended by about 80
representatives of business and
industry in the Shenandoah
Valley.
JMU's Valley Day spotlights the
Shenandoah Valley and the first
annual program in November
gave a particular salute to
industry in the Valley.
Fifteen industries from
throughout the Valley had
exhibits open to the public in
Godwin Hall before and after the
football game.

Saturday morning, a number of
exhibits and performances were
held on the JMU campus as part
of the Valley Day activities.
These included an arts and
crafts show, an antique car show,
· planetarium shows, open houses
and performances by the
Madisonians, the Contemporary
Gospel Singers, a bluegrass band
and the Folk Ensemble of the JMU
Dance Theatre.
Next year's Valley Day will be
held earlier in the football
season-on Sept. 19, in
conjunction with the JMU-Austin
Peay ballgame.

,Bell Name Given to New Hall

A

new residence hall at James
Madison University will be
named in honor of Francis Bell
Jr., former rector of the JMU
Board of Visitors.
Bell is the former president of
Harrisonburg's Rockingham
National Bank and board
chairman and chief executive of
Valley of Virginia Bankshares. He
is now executive vice president of
Dominion Bankshares Corp., a
Roanoke-based organization
which has affiliated with Valley of
Virginia Bankshares.
Bell served as rector of the JMU
board from 1974 to 1980. He was
a board member from 1972 to
1980-the maximum term
allowable.
The new residence hall will
house about 150 JMU students
and is tentatively scheduled to be

built on the north side of campus
adjacent to Cantrell Avenue.
Construction is expected to
begin soon on the new hall,
which possibly could be
completed as early as fall 1982.
During Bell's eight years on the
JMU board the enrollment of the
University rose from 4,500 to this
fall's enrollment of around 8,800.
Bell is currently serving as
chairman of the Council of
Visitors, a group made up of
board of visitors' members from
the state's public colleges and
universities.
A native of Dublin, Bell was
vice president and cashier of
Marion National Bank in Marion
from 1953 to 1960, when he
assumed the presidency of
Rockingham National Bank.

JMU Trying to Keep
Its Anthony-Seeger
Campus School Open

disabled children. The state may
provide funds for the school on
this basis, Carrier said.

E

fforts to gain future state
funding are continuing for the
Anthony-Seeger Campus School
at James Madison University.
The State Council of Higher
Education for Virginia (SCHEV)
has recommended that AnthonySeeger receive no state funds
after the 1981-82 school year.
SCHEV made similar
recommendations for campus
schools at Longwood College and
Virginia State University.
Without state funds, the campus
school would have to be operated
through donations or from tuition
by pupils attending school there.
It would be virtually impossible
Madame Prufreau, played by
to raise enough non-state funds to
Jacqueline Belt, shares good news in a
operate the school, JMU President
telegram with Punch Henry, played
Ronald E. Carrier said.
by Jim Green.
"Anthony-Seeger has an
exceptional program," Carrier
told the JMU Board of Visitors
recently. The school serves a vital
role in JMU's teacher education
curriculum by providing a place
for University students to observe
classroom operations, he said.
"'Punch Henry's Jazz Funeral,"
"We haven't given up," Carrier
the musical written by two
said. "We're trying every possible
1978 James Madison University
course of action to keep the
graduates, has been selected as
school."
one of six productions to take
JMU has proposed that
part in the American College
Anthony-Seeger be made a model
Theatre Festival's southeast
school for teachers working with
regional competition.
handicapped and learning

"Punch Henry" Plays
At Kennedy Center
& College Festival

Street Disappears;
Area Is Landscaped
For Pedestrians
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M

any James Madison University alumni will remember a
street that ran across the head of
JMU's Quadrangle, in front of
Wilson, Keezell, Maury and
Moody halls.
The street isn't there anymore.
In its place is a new landscaped
pedestrian mall for students. The

The competition will be held
Feb. 19-22 at Auburn University
in .Alabama. The winning play
from that competition will go on
co the national finals at the
Kennedy Center in Washington.
Should the JMU play reach the
national finals, it would be the
second appearance of "Punch
Henry's Jazz Funeral" in the
Kennedy Center.
The play was presented there in
January in a special benefit
performance for the JMU Parents
Scholarship Fund. A gift from a
JMU student's parent underwrote
the production at the Kennedy
Center and proceeds from tickets
are going to the scholarship fund .
"Punch Henry's Jazz Funeral"
was written by Roger Wells ('78)
of Buchanan with Curt Potter
('78) of Newport News writing the
music.
The play is set during World
War II and deals with the lives of
Punch Henry, a retired jazz
musician, and his friends in the
town of Catgut, Miss.
Four JMU students who appear
in the play also will compete at
the Auburn festival for Irene
Ryan Acting Scholarships.
Winners of that regional
competition will also go on to
national finals at the Kennedy
Center.
"Punch Henry's Jazz Funeral,"
directed by JMU faculty member
Allen W. Lyndrup, appeared in
the JMU Experimental Theatre in
the spring of 1980 and on the
main JMU stage in November.

walkway runs from Keezell to the
new School of Education and
Human Services Building.
In addition to adding
aesthetically to the University, the
mall has removed a great deal of
traffic from the campus, a JMU
spokesman said.

Counselor Program
At JMU Is Cited

J

ames Madison University's
counselor education program
is one of 10 singled out for
special recognition by the
American Personnel and
Guidance Association.
The 10 programs are the first
ones in the country to be eligible
for special endorsement by the
45,000-member professional
organization.
Each program's selection was
"due to some unique feature,"
said Dr. Carl Swanson, the
program's coordinator.
At JMU, that special feature is
the admission procedure. Most
counselor education programs
rely on test scores and grades
alone for admission . Those
criteria alone "do not in any way
tell the stoty," Swanson said.

Alumni Sample Will
Participate in JMU
Self-Study Survey

A
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randomly-selected sample of
James Madison University
alumni are being asked to
complete surveys as part of the
University's institutional selfstudy which is taking place this
year.
The self-study is part of a
process which is required each
ten years of member institutions
of the Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools as part of
the association' s reaffirmation of
accreditation.
It is one means by which the
University can guarantee to its
various constituencies that it is
a nd will continue to be a quality
institution, a JMU spokesman
said.
Eleven standards committees
were organized in spring 1980 to
carry out the major responsibility
for the self-study. These
committees, composed of almost
150 individuals, are made up
predominantly of faculty
members, but also include
students, alumni, administrators,
community leaders, a nd members
of the board of visitors.
In addition, a 13-member
steering committee has been
created to set policy and provide

ames Madison University will
take steps in the future to stabilize its enrollment at the current
level.
President Ronald E. Carrier told
the University's board of visitors
at a recent meeting that the fall
enrollment of 8,817 at JMU is
"about 400 above our authorized
enrollment. "
In the future, Carrier said,

"we'll not cut enrollment but we'll
also not increase it."
Facilities and resources at JMU
cannot accommodate a larger
student body despite the
continued pressur e on the
University from applicants,
Carrier said. JMU receives some
10,000 applications annually but
can enroll only a b out 2,000
freshmen and transfer students
each year.
Even at the present level of
enrollment, "we need 400 more
dormitory rooms," Carrier said.
He told the visitors that the
University has authorization to
build a new 150-student dorm,
and funds will be sought for
another 250 spaces.
Carrier s aid the U n iversity will
alsc;> move toward "balancing
enrollment with resources" directing students into areas
where there are adequate
resources and away from those
which are less well-eq uipped .

direction .
The co-directors of the selfstudy are JMU faculty members
Dr. Elizabeth L. Ihle and Dr. H .
Kent Moore.
Self-study information is being
gathered through various
methods and sources including
surveys which have already been
administered to students and
faculty and are being sent to the
alumni sample.
The results of the self-study will
be used to generate
recommendations which the

institution will act upon to
strengthen itself during the
decade of the 1980s, Moore said.
The final report will be completed
in the fa ll o f 1981 and sent to the
Southern Association o ffice in
Atlanta .
A committee composed of
educators fro m other institutions
of similar p urpose and character
from the Southern Association
region will re view the report and
visit JMU' s campus spring 1982.
The committee will then make reaccreditation recommendations.

At JMU, personality testing, a
career essay, previous work
experience and a personal
interview, in addition to grades
and test scores, are used to
predict which students show
promise as counselors, Swanson
said.

Present Enrollment
Figure Will Remain

J

Alumna Honored for Work in Sports

D

r. Dorothy V . Harris, professor
of physical education and
director of the Center for Women
and Sports at the Pennsylvania
State University, has been
honored by a national
organization as the individual
making the outstanding
contribution to women's sports.
The Women' s Sports
Foundation honored Dr. Harris in
New York at Sept. 16 ceremonies
in which the Women's Sports Hall
of Fame also was inaugurated.
The foundation chose Dr. Harris
because of "major research
projects which have dispelled
myths relating to women in
sports; for organizing the first
National Research Congress on
Women's Sports in 1972; for
hundreds of lectures, articles and

papers ... which have provided
the rationale fo r the d evelopment
of women' s sports programs; for
developing the first research
center for women in sports; for
being among the first to generate
sports medicine resea rch using
women as subjects; a n d fo r
internationally promoting the
importance of sports for women."
A graduate of James Madison
University, Dr. Harris holds an
M .S. degree from the University
of North Carolina and a Ph.D.
from the University of Iowa .
Also recognized by the WSF for
outstanding contributions was the
Association for Intercollegiate
Athletics for Women (AIAW), of
which JMU women's athletic
director Dr. Leotus Morrison is a
past president.

Homecoming 80
Boasts Lively
Campus Spirit
(Center photos) Duke looks up to a
potential future Ms . Madison.
(Clockwise from right) Dr. and Mrs.
Carrier congratulate Anna Gerard
('81), this year's Ms. Madison; Tri-Sig
contestant is escorted on to field at
halftime ceremony; The morning
parade winds through Harrisonburg;
Rapt attention is paid at the JMU-East
Tennessee football game; Participants
in a block party in Chandler Hall,
sponsored by the Black Student
Alliance; The "Go for the Gold" theme
pervades parade floats .
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The banks of the slow-moving river provides a quiet retreat for contemplation among friends .

Down by the (Shenandoah) Riverside
By Fred Hilton

"The
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college owns and maintains on the Shenandoah
River a weekend College Camp,
where the students may go in
groups to be relieved of some of
the monotony of institutional life."
That's the way the 1931-32
catalog of the State Teacher!!
College at Harrisonburg
described the school's then
recently-acquired property near
Port Republic.
And the basic purpose of the
College Camp-to provide
students and faculty a place to
relax and have a good timehasn't changed in a half century.
· Last year marked the 50th
anniversary of the first use of
what is now the University Farm.
The 31-acre farm, along with a
century old brick house and some
other buildings, was acquired by

JMU in August of 1929.
The farm wa bought from
Grover S. and Anna M. Hooke.
The selling price in those preinflation days was $4,750.
The farm was first used the
following spring, and the first
public notice of its acquisition
came in the April 26, 1930 issue
of the Breeze.
"This year the school became
the fortunate possessor of a
college camp on the Shenandoah
River one mile from Port Republic
and eighteen miles from
Harrisonburg,'; The Breeze said. No
details on the actual purchase were
in the story.
The Breeze did fully describe
the large brick house at the camp.
The ground floor of the house
contained a kitchen and dining
area which had been furnished

by the faculty.
The two rooms on the first floor
were reserved for the senior and
sophomore classes and the two
rooms on the second floor were
taken by the junior and freshmen
classes. The house also had a
screened sleeping porch.
The College Camp had already
been used once by the time The
Breeze announced its purchase.
But the newspaper said only that
"the faculty christened the camp
several weeks ago with a picnic."
Several student groups, including The Breeze staff, planned
weekend retreats to the camp
later in the spring of 1930, the
paper said.
Early rules for the use of the
College Camp-like other rules of
the college then-were quite
rigid.

The pavilion, a s shown through a window in the farm house, rests on a broad expanse of lawn above the river.

Photos by Joe Schneckenburger
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The May 2 4 , 1930 issue of The
Breeze contained a list of 14
"important regulations" for the
·1se of the C ollege Camp.
There was a limit of 25 on the
number of p erson s who could
attend the camp and-of coursechaperons were required .
There were stringent rules on
visitors co ming to the camp and
on swimming or boating in the
She nandoah River.
In addition, Rule No. 9 said that
"no card playing or dancing is
allowed at the camp on Sunday."
There was no mention of the
use of alcoholic beverages on
Sundays or any other day.
Presumably, in the 1930s it went
without saying that alcohol was
strictly forbidden .
The Breeze also reported, with
unrestrained glee, that "the long-

looked-for boat has at last come
to the school camp which was
recently opened."
It was pointed out that the boat
had been given to the camp by
the Athletic Association. The boat
had a name: "Speedy."
The camp was closed for three
years during World War II but
enjoyed tremendous popularity
during the '30s and '40s.
In his book, "Madison College:
the First Fifty Years, 1908-1958,"
Dr. Raymond C . Dingledine Jr.
said that spring in the '30s was a
time for "a week-end at the
College camp."
Dingledine, now head of the
JMU history department, wrote
Roasted marshmallows are great if the
plastic forks don' t melt first.
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that "this meant cooking on a
wood range, washing at a pump,
talking and singing around an
open fire until long after
midnight, and hiking along the
river in the quiet of a Sunday
morning."
The popularity of the College
Farm waned in the 1950s and
1960s. "It dropped a lot,"
Dingledine said.
Student and faculty groups
continued to use the farm
occasionally, Dingledine said, but
the area "wasn't kept up real well"
and the farm was used less and less
frequently.
Another reason for the drop in
popularity, Dingledine said, was
that the students of the '50s and
'60s were "more mobile" than
their counterparts of the '30s and
'40s. "They were able to get home
or get away for the weekend."
But the '70s brought a renewed
interest in the farm. An intensified
maintenance program put the
farm grounds into their best
shape ever.
The old brick house was too far
deteriorated for immediate repair,
but a large pavilion was
constructed at the farm in 1976.
As an indication of a half-century
of inflation, the pavilion's cost
was almost double the original
purchase price for the entire farm.
In 1977 the College Farm
became the University Farm
when Madison College became
James Madison University.
Today, use of the farm is at the
greatest level ever.
Christian H. Sachs, director of
student activities and the
University Union at JMU, said the
farm was reserved 86 times from
July, 1979 to June, 1980.
The farm is closed from Nov. 15
to March 15 so "it would appear
that the farm is reserved for 10
separate functions per month or,
on the average, slightly more than
two functions per week," Sachs
said.
Sachs said the farm is "used
almost exclusively by University
organizations, student groups,
such as sororities, fraternities,
student interest groups, residence
hall groups and other Universitysponsored groups."
A special agreement also allows
the farm to be used annually for
the Hooke Family Reunion-the
family that originally owned the
farm.
Attendance at farm activities
ranges from eight to 200-the
maximum allowed by University
policy.

Bradfield, right, and students at the
"Taj Mahal."

F

Up in the Appalachians
By Judy Daniel
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or most sociology students,
understanding Appalachia can
be only as complete as their
textbooks and photographs of the
region.
But for 18 James Madison
University students, Appalachia
has become a real world with a
special brand of people and a
culture all its own .
These students recently
gathered at Dr. Cecil Bradfield's
home to relive the experience
they all had shared .
While savoring the dishes they
brought to his back yard supper,
they passed around photos and
reminisced about the trip they
referred to as "neat," "excellent,"
and "a lot of fun."
Led by Bradfield, the students
spent two weeks living at Grace
House, a former Episcopal
mission near St. Paul, a town of
1,200 in Southwest Virginia's
Wise County.
"The trip was a tremendous
educational experience and one
of the highlights of my teaching,"
said Bradfield, an associate
professor of sociology,
anthropology and social work at
JMU. 'Tm sure it will have an
impact on my teaching in the
classroom setting."
Bradfield noted that he and the
students had developed a very
special relationship on the trip .
"There was a minimum of
complaining on the trip," he said,
even though their bunk house,
meeting house and privy were
rather rustic . The students called
their quarters "the Taj Mahal."
They did all their own cooking
and cleaning, even preparing
sack lunches for the 10 field trips
they took to churches, mines,
stores, museums and homes.
"We covered 900 - 1,000 miles
over very winding roads,"
Bradfield said. "Car sickness," he
added, "was a major problem."
The longest trip was to the
Highlander Center, a museum
and training center in New
Market, Tenn., near Knoxville,
and the shortest to Coeburn, a
mining town just six miles away.
Coeburn was "a typical
Appalachian community,"
Bradfield said. Almost everyone
there either owned or worked in

Some examples of Appalachian
woodworking craft.

the mines or was on welfare.
"There were rich and poor, with
not much in between."
With 85 percent of the work
force directly or indirectly
affiliated with the mines, "it
becomes obvious the extent to
which the coal industry
permeates the whole society,"
Bradfield said.
At the county welfare
department the students talked
with caseworkers about problems
in an area "dominated by a
single industry," Bradfield said.
The students spent half-a-day at
the federally-aided Clinch River
Clinic, where two doctors, a
dentist and a pharmacist not only
tackle general health problems,
but offer health and sex
education, treat black lung, and
try to curb the high infant
mortality rate.
Many of the Appalachian
mountain people seek release
from their everyday cares
through music, and the JMU
students had the opportunity to
share the traditional variety of
mountain music in several
settings.
The Reel World String Band was
on hand for a concert, workshop
and community celebration,
where the students learned
traditional folk music and
dancing.
In Whitesburg, Ky., the group
visited Appalshop, a museum and
arts and crafts center "committed
to letting Appalachian people tell
their own story," Bradfield said. A
fiddler they met at the center had
the distinction of appearing in the
movie "Coal Miner's Dauohter"
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while it was being filmed there .
Later, at the country store in
nearby Blackey, the students
joined in an informal jam session
while Bradfield visited with the
proprietors of the store.
Unexpectedly, Bradfield said,
when they heard what his field
was, they wanted to discuss the
social theories of Karl Marx.
Although others seemed less
eager for academic discussions
with the JMU visitors, most found
ways of communicating. Group

Left: Students at an Appalachian log cabin. Abov e : Retired miner Austin Miller and
JMU's Jennifer Forbes give an impromptu conce rt at C audills' Store , Blackey, Ky.

members chatted with local
people at the laundromat and
cafe in Coeburn and attended
services at two churches in the
area .
One service provided "a warm
experience" for the students,
Bradfield said. They were readily
accepted there. The other was
what he called "a shouting
church." The minister delivered a
sermon on "the sins of today," he
said. "The students felt he was
preaching directly at them; I
think the style of the service
scared some of them."
Among. all the places they went
and the people they met, one
experience was singled out by the
students as the most meaningful
to them: their visit with "Claty," a
woman who had never been more
than a few miles from the place
where she was born.
Claty and her three children

were liv ing on welfare in a coal
camp, bec a use a new strip
mining operation h ad forced her
from the p lace she was born and
raised.
She too k the group into the
forest, instr ucting them on how to
gather a n d use herbs and later
leading them to the site of her
original ho me.
"She kept calling me 'Sonny,'
although she was several years
younger than I, " Bradfield said.
She was a very intelligent
woman who gave the students
many insights into the life of the
local people, he added.
In addition to the field trips the
students had required reading
and formal and informal
discussions . Often the evenings
were left open, Bradfield said,
because much of the experience
was so intense the students
needed time to reflect.

On the Other Side of the World
By Judy Daniel

W
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hen Dr. William Clark plans
In the urban areas Clark set up
a trip, he doesn't call a travel a geographical grid pattern for
agent or an airline company. And selecting research subjects. This
he doesn't mind a little inconveassured "an even dispersal of
nience or delay in getting where
samples rather than a
he's going.
concentration all in one area."
Last summer, for instance, he
With each child selected Clark
wanted to go to California, so he
gave a "quickie physical" to look
hired on with a long distance
for any signs of severe nutritional
moving company and made the
deficiencies, eliminating any
trip in an 18-wheeler.
extreme cases from the sample.
But that's nothing compared to
The physical included height,
the trip he made in 1975. That
weight, upper arm circumference
year he spent six months in the
and skinfold measures, all simple
South Pacific, traveling by boat,
but reliable tests to determine if a
by plane, and on foot.
child is developing properly,
The main reason for the voyage
Clark said.
was the research he was doing for
He also took hair samples,
his dissertation on population
and nutrition. But another, very
important reason for making the
trip was "to satisfy my own
curiosity," the assistant professor
of geography said.
Disturbed by an article in the
Journal of the American Medical
Association which stated that
moving from a rural to an urban
setting improves nutrition, he
wrote a hypothesis to the contrary
and went into the developing
world to test his theory.
"For most people the idea of
sitting in a grass hut writing a
dissertation is absurd," he said.
He didn't actually write his in a
gt"ass hut either, but he spent
many nights in one and often had
Dr. Clark, holding a Tongan wedding
to sleep under the stars, protected
mask, a keepsake of his South Pacific
only by a coconut tree.
sojourn.
As his research site he chose
which were analyzed later in the
Tonga, a group of islands 500
Michigan State laboratories. Hair
miles south of American Samoa.
and tissue analysis can show
"Tonga is so far back in the
vitamin and mineral deficiencies
weeds you have to pipe in sunwhich influence health and
light," Clark said.
development, he said.
Clark spent the first month
After each child's physical
investigating government records
examination Clark mterviewed
on population growth and distrithe head of the household,
bution, infant mortality, food
usually a woman in Tonga's
production, and import and exmatriarchal society, and asked for
port of foodstuffs.
a 24-hour dietary recall for the
The second and subsequent
child and a monthly survey of the
months were devoted to the
analysis of the nutritional status
whole family's eating patterns.
of preschool children.
The combination of the physical
Preschoolers are more likely to be tests, the survey and the 24-hour
malnourished or undernourished
recall improved the validity of the
research over using a single
than other members of Tongan
families, Clark said, because
method, Clark said.
"they are at the bottom of the
He did basically the same type
of research in a number of remote
pecking order when they should
villages, changing only the
be at the top." The first choice of
food is made by adult males
manner of subject selection.
He discarded his grid pattern
followed by adult females and
older children.
and instead went to the oldest

woman in each village to
ascertain the approximate
number of preschool children and
find out where they lived.
Most families in both rural and
urban areas agreed to be part of
the survey, as it was a status
symbol to be picked, Clark said.
He took averages of protein,
vitamin and mineral consumption
of rural families as compared
with urban families and noted the
changing eating habits of families
which resettled in cities.
Urban families exhibited a
pattern of poorer nutrition and
their preschoolers showed poorer
development than their rural
counterparts, Clark found .
Availability of imported goods
in cities and the popularity of the
easily stored but nutritionally
deficient cassava root were
largely responsible for this
pattern.
The cassava root has a poorer
quality and lower quanity of
protein than taro and yams,
tubers more commonly available
in rural areas, Clark said.
"Cassava is a nutritional disaster
area."
Urban Tongans eat imported
mutton and pork which are
almost entirely fat, Clark said.
Being able to afford canned
goods is a status symbol, and
families often display the empty
tins on their windowsills for two
or three days before throwing
them away.
In addition, city families don't
have access to "bush food" mango, papaya, coconut, banana
and nuts.
In the urban areas Clark found
moderate to severe malnutrition,
with its accompanying physical
distress, much more prevalent
than in "the bush." "I saw cases
of children sick and adults
permanently impaired that I just
don't care to see again," he said.
Clark maintained that you can't
generalize results of a study done
in the developing world to "the
exclusive club" of the well-fed
nations of Western Europe and
North America. However, he said
he would think a rural child eats
better than an urban child most
places.
His theory might be worth
testing at home, he said. "After
all, there's a whole lot of the
United States I haven't seen yet."

Terry Mooney examines Rosemary Haverca mp's internal eye with an opthalmoscope.

Nursing as Taught at JMU: Skills and a
By Martha Graham

N
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urses are in short supply
throughout the nation and
particularly in the Shenandoah
Valley. But a new program at
JMU has taken the first steps
toward providing more badly
needed nurses .
This fall JMU enrolled 24
nursing students in a new fouryear baccalaureate nursing
program.
Dr. Marcia Dake, head of the
program, is certain that the
nurses now in training will help
to alleviate the problem.
"The shortage will be greatly
eased," she said.
But she is even more certain
that the JMU nursing students
will soon become highly-trained
and well-rounded professional
nurses.
Toward this goal, Dake and her
staff are building a program from
the ground up.
"It's all new ground, no
repertoire," Rebecca Dean, JMU
instructor of nursing, said.
"It's a 24-hour job. We all teach;
we all work in a clinical settmg:·
Then there are tests to write, to
give and to grade, and a brand
new program to create, she said .

Each faculty member spends 18
hours a week with students in a
clinical area, she said. Groups of
eight students are placed in
Rockingham Memorial Hospital,
Bridgewater Nursing Home,
Camelot Hall Nursing Home and
Sunnyside Presbytarian Home .
This fall, students are learning
the fundamentals of patient care .. .
talking with patients, determining
vital signs, understanding medications and body mechanics .
But what is even more important, Dake and her faculty emphasized, is training the nurses to
think on their feet.
"There's an awful lot of
responsibility in nursing," Dean
said. In a hospital setting "nurses
are with patients 24 hours a day."
They have to know a lot more
than how to read thermometers .
Often, their analysis of a patient' s
situation is critical.
What is labeled the "nursing
process" is a large part of what
the nurses are taught. It is a way
of thinking, of problem solving,
which requires nurses to use their
skills and a considerable amount
of judgment.
"In assessing a patient' s condi-

Dr . Marcia Dake

tion, yo u consider all of his
needs," Dr . Lois Waters, assistant
p rofessor of nursing said. "It is
holistic nursing care."
A surgery patient, she
explained, may have needs other
than b asic physical care. He may
worry a bout his hospital bill. He
m a y have certain apprehensions
a b out surgery. He may need specia l d ietary instruction.
All of these needs must be
add ressed by the health ca re

President Carrier's blood pressure is checked by a student nurse.

Student Karen Williams practices using a syringe.

Considerable Amount of Judgment
team-the physician, the nurse,
the pharmacist and others.
A nurse is often the coordinator
of these many factors of health
care. Coordination requires much
more than a knowledge of bandages-and has applications
which extend far beyond hospital
corridors.
And because of a nurse's nearconstant role in patient care, often
it is the nurse who is in the best
position to meet these types of
psychological and educational
needs.
In a baccalaureate program,
nurses are not just technicians;
they are, and should be
trained as, professionals, Dake
said.
"In contrast to more technical
nursing training, baccalaureate
students have more extensive
'thinking' training," she said.
Courses required by the JMU
program include philosophy,
logic, chemistry and psychology,
as well as anatomy and physiology.
"Courses selected in the first
two years are designed to provide
a way of thinking," Dake said.
The JMU program will grant a

bachelor of science in nursing.
The first degrees will be conferred
in 1982-over 50 years after the
first discussion of a nursing
school at JMU
According to "Madison
College, The First 50 Years," by
Dr. Raymond Dingledine, the first
suggestion that the institution
start a nursing school was in
1931.
At that time pre-nursing
courses were introduced. They
have been offered ever since-in
anticipation of what finally happened this fall, and in spite of
numerous setbacks.
The first serious steps took
place in the mid-60s. Toward the
end of President G. Tyler Miller's
tenure, the board of Rockingham
Memorial requested that Madison
College investigate opening a
baccalaureate nursing program
which would eventually replace
the RMH School of Nursing, then
located at the south end of Ott
Street.
"Historically, hospitals started
nursing schools to have a labor
force," Dake said. But "beginning
in the early '60s, hospitals began
to get out of the business of

education."
Following a study requested by
President Miller, the Madison
College Board of Visitors approved the start of a nursing program in the early '70s.
But another decade would pass
before the first students were
finally admitted.
In 1973, the first director of
nursing was appointed. She laid
much of the groundwork for the
program.
A second director developed a
curriculum which was later rejected by the State Board of
Nursing.
That curriculum was revised
later by a third director. This one
met with approval by the State
Board.
When it finally appeared as
though a nursing program was
imminent, RMH decided to close
its doors. In January of 1977, it
graduated its last class.
But the following summer, the
program was dealt another blow.
A study by the State Council on
Higher Education erroneously
reported that there was "no need"
for a nursing school at JMU.
"There was a nursing shortage

statewide," Dake said, "and it was
even more prominent in the
Valley."
Last spring the board's decision
was reversed. Pressure brought to
bear by the community and the
nursing and medical professions,
Dake said, made it clear that "the
position the State Council had
taken was not an acceptable
position."
Finally, this fall JMU opened its
doors to 24 nursing students. Of
that 24, Dake said, seven already
hold bachelor 's degrees and five
have had three years of college.
"Nursing was not ready when
they were ready," she said, "and
many preferred to stay at JMU
rather than go elsewhere."
Dake said the nursing students,
as a whole, reflect a greater degree of commitment than other
undergraduates . "They have decided on their goals."
And, Dean added, "They're
bright kids."

Students Jody Mathias, Patricia Mayer and Jo Dean Rosson use a model of an adult
patient to practice intramuscular injections.

Scholarship Honors Former Nurse
A
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nursing scholarship fund
named for the former head
nurse at James Madison
University has been established
atJMU.
The fund will be used to
establish the Mary R. Waples
Scholarship for Nursing, JMU
President Ronald E. Carrier said.
The scholarship will honor
Waples, who was head nurse at
the school from 1925 to
1944. She also taught home and
child nursing at Madison and
was on the school's summer
school faculty for two years
before joining the regular session
faculty.
After leaving Madison in 1944,
Waples became field
representative for the American
Red Cross. She also served from
1971 to 1977 as chairman of the
Rockingham Memorial Hospital
advisory committee for the school
of nursing.
It has also been announced that
Waples and another former JMU
faculty member, Mrs . Bernice R.
Varner, have presented the
University with a silver coffee and
tea serving set and a silver tray.
The set will be used by the
nursing program for special
receptions.
Varner was at JMU from 1924

until her retirement in 1959. She
served as a home economics
faculty member, head of the home
economics department and dean
of women.
Varner House at JMU is named

in her honor. The building,
formerly used as a home
management house by the home
economics department, now
houses the University's
admissions office.

Dr. Marcia Dake, head of JMU's nursing program, chats with Mary R. Waples, left,
and Bernice R. Varner at ceremony announcing scholarship.

Sometimes, It's Stress That Keeps Us Going
By Martha Graham

Illustrations by Shep Wright

W

hen you ask "How much?"
the repairman just s mile s .
Your grass needs fertilizing before
the first frost, and last night it was
37 degrees. Your optometrist says
you need bifocals. Your son is
dropping out of college.
And you're under stress. The
scenario is a familiar one, and if
you add inflation, reces sion, international instability, gas prices,

job pressures that many find
stimulating.
Emmerling said that we succumb to many stresses that are
the result of our product-oriented
culture where we "have to prove
ourselves."

Dr. David Emmerling

and yoyoing interest ra tes, it' s a
wonder that most of us don't
ostrich-it-out in a h o le somewhere.
But we don't. We keep on
coping, thanks to stress .
You see, stress-that condition
that makes our stomachs tighten
and our arteries constric t-is, in
part, what keeps us g oi ng.
"We' d never learn to cope with
life" without it, Dr. Lois Waters
said. "Stress is very n ecessary
and important for our growth."
"We need it," Dr. David
Emmerling agreed , "or we'd
never get out of bed in the
morning."
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Dr. Lois Waters

Waters and Emmerling are JMU
assistant professors whose jobs
require that they help others deal
with stress. Waters is assistant
professor of nursing in the new
nursing program. Emmerling is a
counselor in JMU' s counseling
and student development center.
Both have some good advice on
how to make stress work for you.
So what is stress? Emmerling
defined it as "an emotional and
physiological response to something we see as threatening, a
stressor." It is multi-dimensional,
involving the body, the mind and
the work-home environment.

Stress is like the arc of a
pendulum-too little and too
much are bad for you. Eustress,
or positive stress, is somewhere in
between. If you think of it as a
hammock, eustress is the comfortable part that cuddles your backside.
Stress can be caused by anything from the economic onslaught of the current recession to
a parking ticket to the day-to-day

Advertisements subliminally
tell us that the ideal American
woman is liberated-and at 5 '8 ",
weighs 110 pounds. The ideal
American man never fails .
In addition, he said, to~ many
people develop unrealistic goals
which are difficult, if not impossible, to meet.
Nowhere is this tendency more
apparent than in time management, Emmerling said. When most
people plan activities for a specified time, they plan too many to
be finished .

Essentially, if time is managed
well, the stressor is eliminated;
that is, the stress of not being
able to complete a task is
avoided.
Successful time management
can become a successful defense
against stress.
Waters suggested that the same
technique may work for economic
stress. "Economics is a stressor

for families, the elderly, and those
on fixed incomes," she said.
"Everybody has to deal with
inflation."
Dealing with that stress means
eliminating or decreasing the
effect of the stressor. Careful
money management is the best
way to reduce that stress .
"I think back-to-nature, back-tosimple-living is also healthy in
coping in the face of inflation,"
Waters said.

Woodstoves, walking and a
return to more simple living are
"healthy in coping with inflation-especially if you can be
proud of your efforts," she said.
"Your perception is important."
But many stresses are more
complex. And when they get out
of hand, knowing how to deal
with them is essential, they said.
Given too much stress, Waters
said , you get tunnel vision and
can't visualize any competent responses.
"Americans traditionally have a
lot of n egative respon ses to
stress," Emmerling said . Overindulgenc e in food and alcohol,
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smoking, and a tendency to hold
in emotions are typical ways that
Americans deal with stress.
"One of the worst things people
can do is medicate themselves,"
Waters said.

"All these things really gang up
on us," Emmerling said.
"You can't separate the mind
from the body," and stress can
affect both, Waters said.
The result is a high incide n c e of
stress-related illness in the natio n.
Heart d isease, cardio-vascular
disease, c ardio-pulmonary d isease, cancer, headaches, u lcers,
hypertension, lower gastro-intes.
tinal problems, insomnia , hem orrhoids, low back pain , muscle
and orthopedic problems all have
been associated with stre ss.
Often removing the s tressor will
lessen or eliminate the stress and
an accom panying physical ailment. But whe n the stressor is the
death of a loved one, th e threat of
a nuclear war or even an
impending 40th b irthday, the
stress must be dealt with.

The ea s iest way to learn to cope
wi th stress, Emmerlin g said, is to
learn some kind of meditation
which can be s uccessfu lly practiced re g ardless of the surroundin g s .

On a very basic level,
meditation involves learning to
control your stress-related
physiological res ponses such as
increased heartbeat a nd
respiration, tensed muscles and
slowed digestion.
Exercise, too, is a successful
way of c oping with stress. "Basically," he said , "exercise has the
same p h ysiological effects as
meditation."

In additio n, diet can play an
importan t role in coping with
stress. Decreasing the consumption of red meat, sugar and c affeine can h a ve a positive effect,
Emm e rling said.

Waters suggested "building up
a rep ertoire" of successful coping
mechanisms. Many can come
from past experiences when you
successfully handled a stress.
Talking with a trusted friend or
family member may also help. If
the stress should become a crisis
w hich you feel totally unable to
handle , Waters suggested seeking
o utside help.
So who copes best? Emmerling
sa id that the persons who eat
re gular, well-balanced meals,
exercise regularly and
understand and feel comforta ble
with themselves emotionally are
b est equipped to deal with s tress .
Waters pointed to those ind ividuals who grew up in secure
families and who have developed
a working level of self-esteem.
Also, persons who have
learned from their own and others
p ast experiences become increasinly more adept at handling
stress.
Stress, or a c risis, she added,
can be "a teachable moment."

Great Scott!
That Man Can Kick!
By Rich Murray

T
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he 1980 football season was
James Madison University's
first at the Division I-AA level
and the Dukes obviously wer~ not
quite ready to take on Oklahoma
or Notre Dame. If one of the
nation's collegiate football powers
would like to match the Dukes
field goal for field goal, however,
JMU head coach Challace
McMillin wouldn't hesitate to
accept the challenge.
That's an indication of the
confidence McMillin has in JMU
placekicker Scott Norwood, and
there is good reason for his

confidence. The Annandale, Va.,
native finished the 1980 season
as the number one ranked
Division I-AA field goal kicker in
the nation. He was successful on
15 of 21 field goal attempts, and
at one point kicked nine straight
to bring him within one of the
Division I-AA record for
consecutive field goals. He was
also successful on nine extra
point conversions during the
1980 season for a team-leading
54 points. His 54 points tied a
JMU record for most points by a
player in a season.

"When we' re inside the
opponent's 30, we'll go with Scott
in most cases rather than gamble
on fourth down or punt,"
McMillin said. "I've always had
confidence in him, and I've told
him he has the potential to be a
great one. He has to believe in
himself and he does. He believes
he can hit from anywhere and the
rest of the players believe in
him."
Norwood played both football
and soccer at JMU as a freshman
in 1978, but he gave up soccer
and began to concentrate on
football as a sophomore.
"I gave up soccer because I
thought I had leveled off"
Norwood said. "I didn't think I'd
get much better."
He has worked hard to improve
his place kicking and the results
are obvious. He holds almost all
of JMU' s kicking records
including most field goals in a
game (3), season (15) and career
(25); most field goals attempted in
a game (5), season (21) and
career (45); most points kicking
in a game (12), season (54) and
career (9); most consecutive field
goals (9); and longest field goal
(51 yards).
ln addition to his ranking as
the top Division I-AA field goal
kicker in the nation, Norwood
was named to the 1980 Eastern
College Athletic Conference
(ECAC) Division I-AA All-Star
Football Team and to the All-State
College Football Team as selected
by the Roanoke Times & WorldNews.
"I feel I can be successful
consistently from 40 yards and
less when I'm kicking well and
coming through the ball,"
Norwood said. "When you get out
farther, you think about kicking
the ball hard and that takes away
from other things."
"Scott' s kicking really puts
pressure on the other team
because they know once we cross
their 40 we're getting into range
where we can score," McMillin
says. "He's just an outstanding
kicker and he works harder than
any kicker I've ever been
associated with."
Norwood is hoping that hard
work will earn him an
opportunity with a professional
football team after he completes
his career at JMU. That's a year
away, however, and McMillin is
looking forward to Norwood
getting his kicks against JMU
opponents again next fall.

"Built-In Success" Boosts Archers
By Martha Graham

A

rchery is easy to get hooked
on," said James Madison
University archery coach and
assistant professor Margaret
Horn.
Judging from the number of
outstanding archers trained at
JMU, many JMU students not only
are "hooked," but are excelling at
and enjoying the sport.
Horn' s archers consistently
have ranked high in the national
championships since the teams
became active in the early

1970s.
The women' s team was 10th in
1978, sixth in 1979 and third in
1980. The men garnered third in
1977, sixth in 1978, 14th the
following year and fifth last year.
The mixed team has advanced
from sixth to fifth to fourth from
1978 through 1980.
The records are all the more
impressive because the lion' s
share of archers never held a bow
before coming to JMU.
They take archery as a general

studies c ourse and like it, Hor n
said.
"It's a n easy sport to teach
because it has b uilt-in success. If
you have one good shot, you
want to keep o n shooting," she
said.
Her archers have lots of good
shots, it seems . "We just wear out
the gold ," she said, indicating the
area with in the "bull's-eye" o n
one of the targets.
A rchery is not commonly
taught a t the secondary school

Laurels are
Plentifu I in
JMU Archery's
Brief History
By Milla Sue Wisecarver

T
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he Purple and Gold Room in
James Madison University's
God win Hall is beginning to look
like an archery hall of fame. The
reception room, featuring photographs of JMU athletes who have
achieved national recognition, is
dominated by All-America archers.
In the program's relatively
short history, All-America honors
have been bestowed on JMU
archers nine times. Only seven
colleges can boast of more.
The name Bob Ryder ('73) is
synonymous with the early
success of the JMU archery
program. Ryder became the first
JMU archer to win All-America
recognition in 1973, the year he
won the U.S. Intercollegiate
Archery Championship. A native
of nearby Bridgewater, Va.,
Ryder is still very much involved
with JMU archery, and he has
become increasingly involved
with archery on the national
level.
Ryder is currently a member of
the National Archery Association's
Board of Governors and has been
named the archery coordinator for
the 1981 National Sports Festival,
to be held in Syracuse, N.Y. In
addition, he is one of only ten

All-America Janet McCullough draws her bow.

nationally certified archery officials in the U.S.
The JMU men's archery
program has nearly always
enjoyed success, never finishing
lower than third in the Eastern
Regional Championships and
placing as high as third
at the U.S. Intercollegiate
Championships in 1976. The JMU
women' s archery team's success
has come a bit more slowly, but
in 1979-80 the Duchesses
surpassed the JMU men's team by
finishing third at the U .S .
Intercollegiate Championships.
En route, the Duchesses won
eight of nine regular season
competitions.
In addition to last year' s
accomplishments, the JMU
women's team won the Virginia
AIAW Championship in 1973,
1978 and 1979 and produced
three VAIAW individual
champions. Becky Ritter ('76) won
the VAIAW title in 1976, Diane
Jeffrey ('80) took top VAIAW

honors in 1978 and Janet
McCullough won the final
VAIAW archery championship in
1979.
The JMU a rchery program
experienced one of its finest
seasons ever in 1979-80, when
JMU p laced in the top five in a ll
three d ivisions (men's, women's
and mixed team) at the U.S.
Interco llegiate Championships.
The JMU men' s, women's and
m ixed teams a lso swept the
Eastern Regio nal Championships
in 1980, and th e JMU men' s team
handed East Stroudsb urg State
College its first m e n' s archery
defeat in the team' s seve n-year
history in a quadrangula r meet at
East Stroudsburg, Pa.
The upcoming season a ppears
to be even more promising with
five All-America arc hers
competing for JMU archery coach
Margaret Horn this year.
And the "archery hall of fame"
in the Purple and Gold Room
keeps growing . ..
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le vel although New York,
California and Arizona have
strong high school programs,
Horn said. Pennsylvania is
strong, too, and JMU is beginning
to attract some experienced
archers from that state. Horn cited
Pennsylvanians Janet
McCullough, Sue King and
Robert Kaufhold, all of whom
have achieved All-America status
at JMU.
Ray Stone (1975) and Bob
Ryder (1973) are also AllAmerica archers who came to
JMU with archery experience.
Two novice archers, who
received all their training at JMU,
have also been named AllAmericas. Rick Kiser was cited in
1977, 1978 and 1979, and Kevin
Wilgus in 1978.
JMU' s archery coach got
"hooked on" the sport herself
after taking an archery course at
Towson State University. When
she came to JMU 18 years ago it
was as instructor of archery and
dance. She now devotes all her
time to archery.
She was appointed head of
archery in 1965. In that post she
was instrumental in getting
intercollegiate archery started in
Virginia, expanding the sp o rt
beyond the range of intramural
and club competition.
The first competition was b y
mail. These "postal tournaments"
involved each team's shooting on
its own campus and mailing the
scores to the other participating
schools, Horn said.
The first "shoulder to shoulder"
tournaments, where several teams
compete together, were held in
1968. At that time JMU had an
Margaret Horn demonstrates technique.
all-women's team.
When future All-America Ryder
not, she said, citing a combinaIn addition to her coaching and
came to JMU two yea rs later, he
tion of team and individual aspects teaching duties, Horn is very
and Horn began recruiting male
of competition.
:i.ctive on the national archery
archers so that he co uld compete
Many people don't realize it,
Jcene. She recently served as
on the team. The men's team got
but "archery is very strenuous, a
chair of the Archery Guide
started, and by 1973 Ryder was
pressure sport," the coach said. A
Committee for the National
the national intercolleg iate
tournament can last four or five
Association for Girls & Women in
champion, the assistant professor
hours, and a good archer must
Sport. As committee head, she
said.
solicited and did preliminary
have concentration, endurance
Today's archers compete only
and physical strength to do well.
editing of archery articles for the
with non-Virginia schools,
Guide.
"There is more and more
b ecause all colleg es in Virg inia
She also serves as eligibility
emphasis on conditioning
e xcept JMU have dro pped
chair of the National Archery
exercises, especially in Europe
archery as an intercollegiate
and Japan," Horn said. She hopes Association College Division and
sport.
head of the Coach of the Year
to implement more conditioning
Some schools h ave d ifficulty
Award Committee.
programs in the United Stc".tes,
finding spo nso rs o r coaches, and
Horn has great hopes for her
but finds archers resistant to them
some are n ot willing to allocate
archers and praise for their skill
because the U.S. has maintained
funds for a smaller scale sport.
and hard work. "But the thing I
its leadership in the sport without
Thus arche ry has been replaced
like best about coaching the
them.
by larg er team sports, Horn said.
archers is that they are such nice
Others are catching up,
She mourns the loss. Archery
kids," she added.
however, Horn said. ''The U.S.
offers what many o ther sports do
had better watch out."

Duke Athletes Honored
T
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1930
Emily Wiley Nelson recently
retired from the Newport News (Va.)
Schools . She is active in the Second
Presbyterian Church of Newport
News, Delta Kappa Gamma Society
International, and several
community organizations.
Lena M. Wolfe is living in
Alexandria, Va. where she is active in
a number of community
organizations. She served as principal
of Swanson Junior High School in
Arlington from 1940 until her
retirement in 1967.

1935
Eleanor Ziegler Grainger has
moved to Lexington, Va., following
her husband's retirement from
·
teaching in High Point, N.C.

1940
Ruth Owens Smith has been
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teaching elementary art for the past
12 years in Lynchburg, Va. She and
her husband Bill have two sons and
two grandsons. The Smiths have
traveled abroad extensively on NEA
tours and have camped "as far north
as Montreal and south to Key West."
Ruth "has served through the ranks to
district director" of the Business and
Professional Women's Club. Among

he James Madison
University football team won
four of its last six games, the
Dukes' soccer team once again
won the Western Division
championship of the Virginia
Intercollegiate League, and the
men's cross country team was
undefeated in dual meet
competition to highlight men's
fall intercollegiate athletic
competition at JMU.
Here are the accomplishments
of fall 1980:
•
The JMU football team, in its
first season at the NCAA's
Division I-AA level, compiled a 46 record . Senior defensive guard
John Kubesh was named JMU's
Most Valuable Defensive Player,
while senior tailback Butch
Robinson and senior quarterback
Frankie Walker shared the Most
Valuable Offensive Player Award .
Junior place-kicker Scott
Norwood finished the season as
the top ranked Division I-AA field
goal kicker in the nation and also
earned All-State honors as
selected by the Roanoke Times
and World-News. Norwood and
senior center Mark Magaw were
her hobbies are painting, crafts, cooking and geneology.
Clara M. Soter retired in 1977 as
director of dietetics at the U.S . Public
Health Service Hospital in Norfolk,
Va. Clara, who had 30 years' service
with the federal government, is a life
member of the American Dietetics
Association.

1945
Jan Graham Elliott and her
husband Delwyn own Wynn Music
Publications and publish sheet music
for elementary and high school
orchestras, concert bands and jazz
bands. She recently received her real
estate license and plane to work with
Realty World in Orinda, Calif.
Barbara White Stewart has been
teaching junior and senior high
school math since 1967 . She and her
family live in Middleburg, Pa.

1950
Madeline Wiseman Tankard is

a

housewife in Fairfax, Va., where she
lives with her husband George.

1953
Grace Matz Dohmeier is

a

volunteer physical education teacher
in St. Peter's Lutheran Christian D~y
School. She is education secretary for
the Baltimore/Bermuda Conference of

also named to the Eastern College
Athletic Conference Division I-AA
All-Star Football Team.
The JMU soccer team finished
•
the 1980 season with a 7-7-2
record and won the Western
Division Champio nship of the
Virginia Intercollegiate League.
The Dukes advanced to the VIL
semifinals before losing to
eventual champion William &
Mary 3 -2 . Sophomore Billy
Gannon was named the team' s,
Most Valuable Offensive Player
after scoring four goals to lead
the team in that d epartment'.
Senior John Miske! was JMU's
Most Valuable Defensive Player.
Junior goalkeeper Jim Edwards
earned All-South a nd All-VIL
honors and senior forward Bob
Abt was also an All-VIL selection.
•
The JMU cross country team
finished the 1980 season
undefeated in d ual meet
competition (4-0 ) and finished
sixth at the Virginia
Intercollegiate Meet. Mike
Benshoff was undefeated in
individual dual meet competition
and was named JMU's Most
Valuable Ru n ner. Two JMU
runners, sophomore Steve
Huffman and fre shman Mark
Nichols, competed in the NCAA
District III Regional Cross
Country Meet.
American Lutheran Church Women
and is teaching b ible studies for
adults and doin g b ible studies for
retreats.

1959
Beverly Lowe, director of
food services for th e Hampton School
Division, recently was elected first
vice president of the board of
directors of Inter national Food
Service Executives Association. She
also was awarded the association's
highest personal a ward, The Dignified
Order of the Dinner Gong.
The Dignified Ord er of the Dinne r
Gong was established in 1957 as a n
honorary society of m e n and women
who have made outstandin g
contributions to the food service
profession and the Food Se rvice
Executives Association .
Elizabeth Tone Motes is teac h ing
at Robinson Secondary School in
Fairfax, Va., where she also coa ches
field hockey and softball.

1960
Barbara Jacobs Harvell designs
appliques for The Cotton Patch, a
manufacturer of women' s clothes
based in Hampton, Va. She and her
husband Jim and daughter Laura live
in Newport News.

Duchesses
Sparkle in
Fall Sports

T

he James Madison University
women's s ports p rogram has
long enjoyed a winning tradition,
but last fall the Duchesses got off
to one of their best starts ever.
With the completion of five fall
seasons, six women's athletic
teams had combined for an
overall 70-30-1 reco rd , a winning
percentage of .698.
Here are the accomp lishments of
fall 1980:
• The cross country tea m was
undefeated in dual meets (8 -0),
won the AJA W Region II
Championship, won the Lady
Patriot Invitational Meet, fi n ished
second in the Virginia AIA W
Championships and placed 12th
at the AIA W National
Championships.
• The equitation team won the
team title at the JMU/Mary
Baldwin College Intercollegiate
Show and retired the JMU
Collegiate Equitation Cup by
winning it for the third straight
year at the JMU Invitational

1966

Sandra Harmon Peters teac hes
business at a high school and a
community college near Clifton
Forge, Va. She recently re ceived a
master's degree from Virg in ia Tech .

1968
Anne Garfield Bilg ihan received a
master's degree in business administration from JMU in December 1979.
Mary Miller Froehlich is a library
media specialist at Frederick County
(Va.) Middle School. She and her
husband Ed and d a u g h ter Rebecca
Hunter live in Ste phens C ity, Va.

Beth Price Joyner is health
director for the Bertie County (N .C .)
Health Departme nt. She recently
received a master' s d eg ree in public
health admin istra tio n fro m the
University of North C arolina .
Nora Lilly Park is a personnel
technician at the Ju dge Advocate
General' s Sc hool i n Charlottesville,
Va. She a nd her h u sband David and
daughter Tiffany Lee live in
Charlottesville.
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1970

Judith Snider Allison is a
home maker who lives in Alexandria,

Show.
• The field hockey team
compiled a 13-15-1 record
against a schedule that included
ten teams ranked among the top
20 in the nation. The Duchesses
placed fourth in the Virginia
AIA W Championships and
finished fifth in the AIA W Region
II Championships. JMU made its
fourth appearance in the Region
II Tournament in five years .
• The golf team finished second
in the Virginia AIA W Team
Championships.
• The tennis team had a 4-2 fall

dual meet record and turned its
best finish ever at the Eastern
Collegiate Championships where
the Duchesses placed seventh of
36 teams.
• The volleyball team won its
first Virginia AIA W volleyball
title since 1974 and participated
in the A!AW Region II
Tournament. The Duchesses
finished the year with a 45-13
record, a JMU record for most
wins by any athletic team in a
single season. JMU was
undefeated (18-0) against
Virginia opposition in 1980.

These shots helped the volleyball team to its most successful season.

Va., with her husband and two sons.
Ellen Tillery Sheppard, an
instructor at Hamilton College in
Charlotte, N .C ., has been named
Teacher of the Year in the system of
18 proprietary junior colleges and
business schools operated by George
Shinn and Associates. She teaches
management and math.

1971

Bruce Chamberlin is teaching
instrumental music and is band
director at Spotsylvania (Va.) High
School.

1972
Dorothy Rogers Taylor is an
instructor in a parent-infant/ toddler
program in West Lafayette, Ind .

1973

Anthony Segraves is sales
manager for WISE radio in Asheville,
N.C . He and his wife Jean live in
Asheville.
Margot Worthington Taylor is an
audio-visual assistant/ technician,
learning lab coordinator and
instructional assistant at Germanna
Community College in Locust Grove.
Susan Fleming-Chin is the
assistant manager at a sa vings and
loan company in Wheaton, Md .

1975
Jane Weber Cross is office
manager for the Richmond service
center of Steel Service, Inc. She
supervises a staff of seven and also
acts as the credit manager.
Faye Joyner is teaching in the
Suffolk, Va., school system where she
is also serving as president of the
Suffolk Education Association.
Larry Keating has been named
eastern region promotion manager for
Penn Athletic Products Company. He
is based in Hackensack, NJ., and is
responsible for tournament activities,
ball adoption programs and specia l
products in the region. Keating
previously served as a district sales
representative for Penn.
Lana Caldwell Kidd teaches fifth
gra de at Eagle Rock Elementary
School in Botetourt County, Va.
Deborah Jeter Riggan is a sales
representative for the R.T. French Co.
in Richmond, Va. She is a lso a rea
director for the Midwest for Sigma
Sigma Sigma sorority, serving as an
advisor to 27 collegiate chapters in
eight states. Deborah also served as
awards chairperson at the 1980 TriSigma national convention held in
Lafayette, La .

1927 Helen Kerr Crabill, on September 30, 1980.
1927 Ruby Crawford Taylor, on October 28, 1980.
1931 Edna R. Rush, on October 10, 1980.
1931 Dorothy B. Wheeler, on March 2, 1980.
1935 Marion Dunham Allyn, on October 22, 1980.
1942 Audrey 0 . Stout, on August 19, 1980.
1943 Freda E. Harrell, on October 26, 1980.
1950 Pauline Stephens Shaner, on August 19, 1980.
1951 Dorothy Wainwright Carter, on November 3 , 1980.
1966 Mary Copeland Harmon, November 21, 1980.

A daughter, Clarrisa Mae, to Mark and Maelena Kidd ('70)

Fischer, on January 20, 1980.
A son, Daniel Myatt, to Charles and Jean Engstrom ('75)
Steelman, on March 6 , 1980.
A son, Kenneth Bradford Nicholas, to Ken and Marilyn Hall
('71) Long, on July 11, 1980.
A son, Charles Brian, to Brian and Kathleen Richardson ('79)
Prindle, on August 20, 1980.
A daughter, Alaina Veronica, to Eduardo and Suzanne Lowe
('74) Andrew, on August 28, 1980.
A daughter, Melissa Ann, to Danny ('76) and Cathy Summerlin ('76) Jones, on August 30, 1980.
A daughter, Kimberly Blair, to Sid and Sharon Hubbard (' 75)
Kirstein, on September 21, 1980.
A daughter, Christine Ann, to Gary and Peggy Bauser ('76)
Kollmann, on October 2, 1980.
A son, Dame! Justin, to Joseph ('74) and Janice Muse ('76)
Frye, on October 18, 1980.
A son, Noah Scott, to Gerald ('69) and Betty Handler ('69)
Early, on November 22, 1980.
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Deborah Schnabel is a pre-school
teacher and child find coordinator for
the Manassas (Va.) City school
system. She previously taught in Page
County, Va ., and received a master's
degree in education from JMU in
1978.

1976
Donald D. Cross is the
southeastern district merchandising
representative for the Robert Bosch
Corporation. He assists in the sale
and promotion of the corporation's
line of imported automotive products.
Aviva Freedman is head librarian
at New Market (Va.) Intermediate
School. She also teaches literature,
spelling, math and social studies.
Susan Powel Jenny is a career
counselor at Family Service, Inc., in
Charlottesville, Va.
Danny Jones is an academic
advisor at Prince Georges Community
College in Largo, Md . His wife, the
former Cathy Summerlin ('76), is
teaching first grade in Shady Side, Md.
Mary Richardson is a media buyer
at Huntsinger & Jeffer Advertising in
Richmond, Va.

1977
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Sandra Armstrong Ballowe is
working toward a master's degree in
administration at Penn State.
Stephen Barber is a budget
analyst with the U.S. Department of
Transportation and his wife, Peggy
Dovel ('77), is an administrative

•

Artist Helen Gerardia' s serigraph titled "K/Journey" is one of
four works anonymously donated recently to the University' s
Permanent Art Collection.

assistant with the Department of
Health and Human Services. The
Barbers live in Burke, Va.
Sharon K. Brown recently moved
from Alexandria, Va., to Buena Park,
Calif. She is continuing her job as a
flight attendant out of Washington,
D.C .
Jack Clark is a systems analyst for
PRC in McLean, Va.
Pam Thielking Clark is a social
worker at Annaburg Manor Nursing
Home in Manassas, Va.
Dave Condit is working toward a
degree in speech pathology at San
Diego State University. He lives in
Escondido, Calif.
Cheryl L. Fensterer is a budget
analyst at Setac, a systems
engineering company. She is working
toward a master' s degree in business
administration at George Washington
University. Cheryl lives in Fall
Church, Va.
Denise Castagnola Fernald
recently moved to Kitzinigen,
Germany, where her husband is
stationed with the U.S . Army.
Terry E. Hansrote is an intake
officer with the Virginia juvenile court
system in Newport News, Va.
Sonya Bums Heu is executive
director for the Berks County, Pa. unit
of the American Cancer Society. She
lives in Reading, Pa.
Suzi Homer is a clinical counselor
for the South Carolina Department of
Mental Health in Sumter, S.C . She
received a master of science in

education degree in health education
from JMU in May 1979 .
Sandra Joseph is food service
director for the Henrico County (Va.)
Correctional Center.
Michael E. Lindstrom is organistchoirmaster of Christ Church of
Georgetown in Wa shington, D.C. He
received a master' s degree in music
from Catholic University in May
1980.
Carolyn Companick Myers is a
staff accountant for Roger Fussell
CPA firm in Elkins, W.Va.
Rosemary Roberts N orth has been
promoted to personnel administrator
at Acme Visible Reco rds, Inc., in
Crozat, Va.
Robin Connor Pafford is a speech
pathologist for Fauquier County
public schools. She lives in
Fredericksburg, Va.
Gary Parady is teaching at
Spotsylvania (Va .) High School whe re
he is the sen ior cla ss counselor.
Barbara Pugh Rainey teaches
learning disabled a nd emotionally
disturbed children in Pa lm Beach, Fla .
Pat Reynolds has begun he r
fourth year as teacher a nd coach at
Carlisle School in Martinsville, Va.
She teaches physical education and
driver education and coach es
basketball, field hockey and softball.
Navy Ens. Sandra K. Reynolds
recently completed the Navy' s
Communications Officer Afloat
Course in Newport, R.I.

Norfolk and Western Railway in
Chicago, Ill.
Douglas A. Hulvey has accepted a
position as transportation planner
with R.R. Donnelley & Sons in
Harrisonburg.
Matthew E. Johnson has been
commissioned an ensign in the Navy
following his graduation from Officer
Candidate School.
Paul Kitchen is an ensign in the
U.S. Navy. He and his wife, the former
Loretta L. Grogan ('80), recently
moved to Rota, Spain, where Paul is
on naval assignment as a pilot.
Donna Layton is a computer
programmer for Data Systems
Corporation in Richmond, Va. She is
working toward a certificate in
Alice Sandy Brewster is teaching
information systems at Virginia
at St. Stephens School in San Jose,
Commonwealth University.
Calif.
Daniel Lewis is a systems analyst
Shari N. Ferguson is a foster care
with Control Data Corp. in Rockville,
adoption supervisor with the Prince
Md.
George County Department of Social
Todd R. McClimans is a second
Services. She lives in Colonial
lieutenant in the Air Force. He
Heights, Va.
recently completed training as an
Jean Taylor Galleher is a
aircraft maintenance officer and is
directives coordinator for the HBH
stationed at Dyess AFB in Abilene,
Company in Rosslyn, Va .
Texas.
Patricia A . Gardner is a buyer with
Roberta S. McCorkle has been
TRW Systems in McLean, Va.
commissioned an ensign in the Navy
C. Mark Garwood is the sports
following her graduation from Officer
director and morning announcer at
Candidate School.
WPED/ WCMZ radio in Crozat, Va.
Sherry L. McGuire is working for
Karen A . Pangle Gnegy is
the General Electric Company in
teaching third grade at W.W.
Salem, Va.
Robinson Elementary School in
Patricia Moffat is teaching
Shenandoah County, Va .
mentally retarded adults at a center
William L. Halterman is a
established by the Association for
management trainee in the K-Mart
Retarded Citizens in the Temple
Corporation. He lives in
Terrace, Fla., area.
Fredericksburg, Va .
Mark Moylan is a practical
Navy Ens. David L. Hardwick has
nursing student at Rockingham
been designated a naval aviator. He
Memorial Hospital in Harrisonburg.
received the "Wings of Gold"
Janet Bourland O'Donnell and her
following 18 months of flight training.
husband Bill ('77) are living in
Tom Henschen is a certified
Harrisonburg where both are
public accountant. He lives with his
attending graduate school at JMU.
wife, the former Wanda Crane ('80), in
They previously lived in Front Royal,
Laurel, Md .
Va., where Janet was a speech
Navy Ens. Kurt J. Hetterman has
therapist and Bill taught at Randolph
reported for duty at the Naval Air
Macon Academy.
Station in Lemoore, Calif.
Amy A. Rogers is a health planner
Judy B. Holliday is a child care
for the Central Virginia Health
specialist for the Central Virginia
Systems Agency in South Hill, Va.
Child Development Association.
She received a master's degree in
community health professions from
Lisa Mayers Houff is an
Old Dominion University in
administrative secretary for the BDM
December 1979.
Corporation in McLean, Va . She
recently completed her certification to
Barb Schoepske is teaching health
teach aerobic dance and is teaching
and physical education and coaching
for the Fairfax County (Va.)
girls' basketball at Beverly City Public
Recreation Department.
School in Beverly, NJ.
Terry E. Houff is teaching math
Susan L. Schuckman is working as
and choral music at Sidney Lanier
a shipping clerk and personnel
Intermediate School in Fairfax
secretary at Padgett Manufacturing
County, Va.
Co., Inc. in Bridgewater, Va.
William L. Howard is a
Fonda Wonderley Shifflett is a
configuration/data analyst with the
management trainee with
Raytheon Camp in Soleta, Calif.
Rockingham National Bank in
Harrisonburg, Va.
David Huber has been promoted
to district salesman for the A.C. Pipe
John Spaid has finished his
Co. He lives in Virginia Beach, Va.
master's degree in geology at
Southern Methodist University and is
Atwood J. Huff is a supervisor in
an a_ssociate geologist for the
the motive power department with the

Carol Newton Schwalm is an
educational therapist with learning
disabled students at Norfolk Christian
Schools in Norfolk, Va.
James P. Sheppard is a senior law
student at the University of Pittsburgh
Law School.
Mark Wells was recently elected to
the board of directors of the
Charlottesville-Albemarle Jaycees.
Mark is a cost accounting analyst for
Stromberg-Carlson Corp. in
Charlottesville, Va.
Donald Branham is a programmer
analyst for SAFECO Insurance
Companies in Seattle, Wash.

1978
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Marathon Oil Company. He and his
wife, the former Katherine Pond ('78),
live in Houston.
Elizabeth L. Stevens recently
received a master's degree in library
science from Vanderbilt University.
She is a school librarian in the
Winchester, Va., area.
Addison Waddell is a sales
engineer for Masonite Corp. He lives
in Hickory, N.C.
Lisa Wells is a territory sales
manager for Coca-Cola in the
Raleigh, N.C., area.
Air Force 2nd Lt. Neena Wright is
stationed at Chanute AFB, Ill., where
she is an administration officer in one
of the school squadrons.
Diane Humphreys Yates is
teaching psychology and government
at Colonial Heights (Va.) High School.

1979
Deborah L Akers is doing
graduate work in speech pathology at
Penn State.
Deborah Yard Armstrong is
assistant editor of Metro magazine in
Norfolk, Va.
Philip M. Armstrong is a studio
operator at WTAR-TV in Norfolk, Va.
Air Force 2nd Lt. Bill Borges is a
weapons officer at Clark AFB, the
Philippines and also serves as an
advisor with the Royal Singapore Air
Force.
Anita Bradshaw is director of
volunteer, youth and public relations
services for the Chesterfield County
(Va.) chapter of the American Red
Cross.
Jim Casteel is assistant golf
professional at Holston Hills Country
Club in Knoxville, Tenn.
George Chruney is working
toward a master's degree at Adams
State College in Alamosa, Colo. His
wife, the former Anna Sozio ('79), is
teaching a special education class in
Alamosa.
Elizabeth A. Cross is working
toward a master's degree in nutrition
at Virginia Tech.
Patricia L. Dahlgren is working as
minister of music at Falmouth Baptist
Church and also works part-time in
sales at Bullock's Piano Salon in
Fredericksburg, Va.
Jayne S. Freed is working for the
Staunton (Va.) social services
department-.
Ellen Frymyer has begun classes
at the School of Nursing of the
Medical College of Virginia.
R. Keith Hensley is a graduate
student at Ashland Theological
Seminary in Ashland, Ohio. He is also
serving as assistant to the pastor at
Park Street Brethren Church in
Ashland. He and his wife, the former
Teresa Snarr ('77), live in Ashland .
John L. Holt is a counselor in a
private psychiatric hospital in Falls
Church, Va.

Joanne Hopper is a credit analyst
at the National Bank of Washington
where she is in the officer training
program. She lives in Fairfax, Va.
Virginia Wisner Hoy is teaching
special education at Franklin Junior
High School in Reisterstown, Md.
Julie Hull has been named to the
United States Women's Lacrosse
Association's Touring Team. The team
will defend its world championship
title in Australia in 1981. Julie is
attending graduate school at Bryn
Mawr College.
Pam Lockwood is a flight
attendant for Eastern Airlines. She
lives in Atlanta, Ga.
William C. Mason has been
commissioned as an ensign in the
Navy and has graduated from the
Navy Supply School in Athens, Ga.
Work by Dale Minter received an
honorable mention in the 1980
Washington Post photography
competition.
Steve Muncy was recently
commissioned as a missionary
journeyman by the Southern Baptist
Foreign Mission Board. He will work
as a social worker in the Philippines
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for two years. Steve previously was a
social worker at Sheridan House for
Boys in Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
Annette Muscarnera is band
director at Northampton High School
and Capeville Elementary School in
Northampton County, Va.
Paul Richman received a master's
degree in deaf education from
Western Maryland College in July
1979.
Boyd D. Robertson is a data base
administrator for C & P Telephone of
Maryland at the Fairland Data Center
in Silver Spring, Md.
Marine 2nd Lt. Thomas G.
Robinson recently graduated from the
Marine Basic School in Quantico, Va.
Denny Ryman is a student in the
department of pathology at the
University of Virginia School of
Medicine.
Susan Senita is pursuing a master
of fine arts degree in scenography at
Purdue University in Lafayette, Ind.
Christine Simmons teaches
kindergarten at Dayton Elementary
School in Rockingham County, Va.
John M. Squires is president of
wholesale part sales for Squires

Appliances in the Shippensburg and
Chambersburg, Pa., area.
Stephen Thompson is band
direcror at Forest Glen High School
and Southwestern Intermediate
School in Suffolk, Va.
Marsha Williams is tennis director
at the Ramada Inn near Busch
Gardens, Fla.
Robert L. Wright is working as a
scientific programmer with MRJ, Inc.,
an engineering/ consulting firm in
Fairfax, Va.

1980

President Carrier receives a 10-year pin during a service awards program from
Bonnie Hoover, a member of the JMU Board of Visitors.

Tom Barnum is a customer service
expediter for R.R. Donnelley & Sons
in Harrisonburg, Va.
Deborah S. Davis is attending the
University of Virginia's medical
technology school.
Mark A. Davis has been
c9mmissioned as a second lieutenant
following h is completion of Officer
Candidate School.
Gregg Ferguson is an assistant
manager for Carlson Food Systems,
Inc., in Washington, D.C.
Kenneth D. Hopper has been
commissioned an ensign in the Navy.
Barbara A. Martin is teaching
fourth grade in Fauquier County, Va.
She previously taught second grade
in Greene County.
Donna J. McCullough is a speech
therapist for the Rockbridge County
(Va.) school system.
Rusty Nelson has been awarded a
full research fellowship at Ohio State
University' s School of Public
Administration.
Susan Roll is a food service
instructor at Woodrow Wilson
Rehabilitation Center in Fishersville.
Debbie Roman is a psychiatric
assistant at Tucker Pavilion of
Chippenham Hospital in Richmond.
Brenda Wilson is an auditor for
the Commonwealth of Virginia . She is
living in Berryville, Va.

Beverly A. Bailey ('74), to Michael J.
Turner, on May 3, 1980.
Elizabeth J. Barker ('79), to Thomas R.
Willett ('79), on June 7, 1980.
Jamie Blair ('79), to James R. Townsend,
on August 17, 1980.
Jill S. Broaddus ('79), to John W. Tegethoff ('76), on August 9, 1980.
Debbie Cain ('78), to John E. Wine, on
July 12, 1980.
Sarah Campbell ('76), to William C .
Fain, on July 22, 1978.
Donna Cedar ('79), to Scott Southworth
('79), on June 21, 1980.
Dianna L. Chaplin ('80), to Arthur Lovelace ('80), on May 4, 1980.
Mary E. Cooper, to Boyd D. Robertson
('79), on November 29, 1980.
Wanda A. Crane(' 80), to Tom Henschen
('78), on October 10, 1980.
Kathy Dean ('78), to Eric Ulrich ('79), on
May 24, 1980.
Victoria Durrer ('74), to Joseph Marahan, on May 5, 1980.

Nanci Pate ('77), to David Wright, on
May 24, 1980.
Stephanie C. Perkins, to James D. Rayfield III ('78), on July 12, 1980.
Daphne L. Phillips ('79), to Frederick
C. Berge, on June 28, 1980.
Susan Powel ('76), to F . Bradley Jenny,
on August 19, 1979.
Cathy A. Roop ('78), to David F . Higgins, on August 9, 1980.
Kathlee Lee Stoy ('80), to Jess A . Dishner
('80), on November 15, 1980.
Sharon Linda Supple ('79), to Max Hirtriter Jr., on May 24, 1980.
Karen L. Talley, to Rusty M. Pittman
('79), on April 12, 1980.
Ann E. Tubbesing ('75), to Stephen
Liebendorfer, on May 26, 1980.
Nora Lilly Whinnery ('68), to Percival
David Park, on April 6, 1979.
Sandra Wilson ('76), to William R. Capron, on October 11, 1980.
Deborah E. Yard ('79), to Philip M . Armstrong ('79), on September 13, 1980.

Kathryn Erdman ('80), to Charles Johnston ('80), on August 2, 1980.
Ruth A . Felch ('75), to Tom Yohe, on
August 30, 1980.
Kathryn L. Friend, to Don Vandevender
('76), on June 14, 1980.
Mary V. Frye ('73), to Peter J. King, on
August 2, 1980.
Kathy Geris ('79), to Stephen McLaughlin, on June 28, 1980.
Diane M. Humphreys ('78), to Mike
Yates, on June 28, 1980.
Dorcas B. Kraybill ('78), to Douglas B.
Hutton, on July 5, 1980.
Carol V. Moberg ('80), to Rooert A .
Peterson ('78), on September 6, 1980.
Elizabeth M. Mochen ('75), to David
Starr Prescott, on June 28, 1980.
Jo Ann Myles, to Atwood J. Huff ('78), on
March 30, 1980.
Sylvia C. Nelson ('78), to Richard R.
Bradfield, on June 21, 1980.
Sheri L. Norred ('77), to Gerald N. Cushman, on June 21, 1980.

The Magic of Glue,
Styrofoam, Cotton,
Yarn, Paper, Cloth,
& a Bauble or Two
Students in grades one through
six at Anthony-Seeger Campus
School took part recently in a
puppet-making class with JMU
students.
"The younger students
expressed enthusiasm for
learning in their own manner by
using the methods of questioning,
decision-making, creating and
producing," said Dr. Marguerite
Wampler, Anthony-Seeger' s
supervising teacher for the group.
"The class was an excellent
example of learning through
experimentation. The smiling
faces and pleasant attitudes of the
students indicated learning is
fun ."
The JMU class was under the
direction of Inez Ramsey, an
instructor of library science and
educational media at the
University.
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